High mini nutritional assessment (MNA) correlates with bone ultrasound measurements in Swiss women >75 years of age who have a lifetime fracture history
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To achieve optimum bone health, numerous factors are required such as optimal genetics, good health, weight-bearing physical activity and adequate nutrition(1). Malnutrition is a risk factor for osteoporotic fractures and is a very common problem in the elderly population that is often under-diagnosed(2). The MNA(3) is an effective easily-administered tool designed to identify older adults who have or are at risk for developing malnutrition. It consists of eighteen questions and can be completed in about 15 min.

The aim of the study was to assess the possible relationship between MNA and bone ultrasound (QUS) measurements at the heel (broadband ultrasound attenuation; BUA). A trend for a correlation between the MNA and BUA has already been reported in a previous study(4) but the intention was to explore this association further in a very-elderly group of the Swiss population who had reported a previous fracture. Furthermore, a more recent study has shown that elderly free-living women who have an MNA score <27 have a twofold increased risk of having osteoporosis(5).

As part of an ongoing study (EVANIBUS) on the evaluation of nutritional intake and bone ultrasound(6) MNA and QUS were assessed in 256 elderly Swiss ambulatory women who had reported a fracture in their lifetime (age 80.6 (SD 3.0) years, BMI 24.6 (SD 4.4) kg/m2, BUA 96.8 (SD 9.0) dB/mHz). QUS, carried out using an Achilles ultrasound densitometer, (Lunar Corporation, Madison, WI, USA), is predictive of fracture risk in elderly women. The MNA, a non-invasive and validated questionnaire to evaluate nutritional status in the elderly, was completed by each subject. The MNA, which comprises eighteen questions, evaluates the nutritional status of the subject. The score range is 0–30 (<17, malnutrition; 17.5–23.5, risk of malnutrition; ≥24, well-nourished).

The mean MNA score was 26.5 (SD 2.5). A higher MNA score was significantly associated with higher BUA (r 0.149; P<0.05). BUA increased significantly between MNA quartile (Q) 1 and MNA Q4 (Q1, 23.5 (SD 2.1); Q2 26.5 (SD 2.4); Q3, 28 (SD 2.1); Q4, 30 (SD 2.2)). The difference among the mean scores for BUA for the four groups was assessed using a one-way ANOVA post-hoc test (P=0.004) as well as F test linearity (P=0.015). BUA values were significantly lower when the MNA score was <24 (risk of malnutrition). A high MNA score was correlated with higher BUA values in women who had suffered fractures, but the effect of the association was relatively low compared with that of age and BMI.

In hospitals a low MNA score is associated with an increase in mortality, longer length of hospitalisation and higher risk of going into a nursing home at discharge. The MNA has been shown to detect risk of malnutrition before changes are apparent in weight or serum proteins. The MNA is also a follow-up assessment tool. It should be included in geriatric assessment and has the advantage of being a cheap and easily-used tool. In addition, the MNA appears to be a useful tool for the evaluation of patients with osteoporosis, and further research is required to assess the role of the MNA in these patients.